
The HSE have issued a safety bulletin in respect of fans
as follows
Introduction:

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) have become aware of an electrical safety issue with a particular design of fan
blower that has been imported into the UK by a number of suppliers. This type of fan blower is typically used to inflate play
equipment (small bouncy castles) and advertising inflatables. The type of fan design affected is one where the electrical
socket is fitted to the front of the casing, below the blower outlet (i.e. not on a cable lead) and you can see the rear of the
electrical socket & conductors (as below).

 Inflatable blower fan                           Affected fan - rear of electrical      Affected fan - rear of electrical
socket & conductors          socket & conductors

Background:

One of these units was tested and it was found that despite the
manufacturer's plate stating the unit complied with the required
standards, the connection did not stop water getting onto live contacts.

 This means anyone touching metal parts of the unit could get a
potentially lethal 230v shock.

Figure 1 - rear of 230V ac connector installed to affected units

Connections used on 230v electrical equipment that may be exposed to the weather must be protected to the appropriate
standard. It is believed that a number of fan blowers have had a 'black rubber boot' fitted to enclose the terminals but
without a cable gland or similar fastening designed to hold the cables securely to the boot itself, it is unlikely these will
comply with either standard.

Known suppliers of this particular design of fan have ceased importing it and have made efforts to contact identifiable
customers regarding this issue.
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Action required:

Owners/operators of electrical fans have legal duties to ensure these are safe and are strongly advised to bring this Alert
to the attention of their competent examiner who should check that the fans comply with all the necessary standards. If
the examiner finds this is not the case owners/operators should stop using the fans until they do comply and contact the
supplier ASAP.

Some fan suppliers are already contacting their customers to tell them about a modification that will provide the correct
level of weather protection and this or other equally effective modifications should be done ASAP.

The full bulletin can be read on line at

http://www.hse.gov.uk/safetybulletins/inflatable-blower-fans.htm

INPA has contacted the 4 suppliers of fans and received the following statements:

Gibbons Fan Products ltd: ‘We would like to assure all our customers that our products are not affected by the HSE
bulletin.’

Power Fans Ltd: ‘The majority of our fans are fitted with a cable and this issue does not apply. We did purchase a
number of the fans in question from the manufacturer and all of these were fitted with the insulating cover. If you have
one of these type fans with the blue socket you can check with a torch through the air intake grill.

If in doubt please contact the Power Fan office

We would like to assure our current customers that all fans supplied since January are of the cable type and completely
safe to use.’

Andy J Leisure: Email from HSE - ‘I can confirm that the fan you sent us was visually examined and appeared to
comply with current Standards, particularly in relation to the electrical lead/sockets (which didn't allow the potential of
water ingress onto contactors) and CE marking which are the concerns that have been identified on other similar models
of fan blowers.’

Diamond Fans: “Further to the release of HSE bulletin we would like to assure our customers that safety is of
paramount importance to us and as such would like to clearly explain exactly what the issues are.

The issue was raised in early 2012 by a competitor in the bouncy castle fan/blower industry. It relates to the IP (water
protection) to the rear of the 16amp c’form sockets that are fitted to a number of bouncy castle fan/blowers.

We have produced an information sheet explaining what to look for and  how to deal with any fans that may have not
come to our notice You can download the sheet at www.naih.org.uk/info50.pdf” and pages 3 and 4 of this information
sheet”

Operators need to understand that it is their responsibility to have their fans checked and that they are safe for
use. Fans come under the Electricity at Work Regulations and need to comply.

If in any doubt please do not hesitate to contact the manufacturer/supplier or the INPA office.

http://www.hse.gov.uk/safetybulletins/inflatable-blower-fans.htm
http://www.naih.org.uk/info50.pdf
http://www.naih.org.uk/info50.pdf
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Further to the release of HSE bulletin we would like to assure our customers that
safety is of paramount importance to us and as such would like to clearly explain
exactly what the issues are.

The issue was raised in early 2012 by a competitor in the bouncy castle fan/blower
industry. It relates to the IP (water protection) to the rear of the 16amp c’form
sockets that are fitted to a number of bouncy castle fan/blowers.

As Diamond fans we have sold four types of design (small changes between batches)
as shown below:

Original fan design:

You will see that the blue socket is located on the right hand side of the unit, this is
not subject to water being ‘pulled’ into the unit as it is sealed off from the air inlet
and outlet and as such is un-affected.

Units sold during 2011/early 2012

During 2011 the blue socket was ‘relocated’ to the left hand side of the fan casing,
however the rear of the socket was not sufficiently sealed and as such water droplets
could form around the terminal block at the back. (Although in normal operation
high air movement away from this area is experienced)



We along with other manufacturers affected moved to resolve with the addition of a
black rubber boot (this was subjected to scrutiny by HSE and accepted)

Again this was challenged and we agreed with HSE to add further protection with
the introduction of a cable grommet to the ‘rubber boot’ (which could be either
black or white) and again this was accepted and fitted to all models sold.

In essence if you look into the air inlet on your fan/blower you will see one of the
following:

1) You can’t see the rear of the socket it is unaffected.
2) If you can see the rear of the socket we will arrange to have either a ‘boot

fitted’ or cable lead fitted in some circumstances.
3) If you can see a boot fitted but no cable gland we can arrange for this to be

changed.
4) If you can see the rubber boot and a cable gland no action is required.

If you have any questions relating to this please do not hesitate to call or e-mail.

Chris
sales@diamond-fans.com
Tel: 0800 0437620
Mobile: 07768 398818


